In this paper, we study the application of an opinion dynamics model to swarm robotics. Our main result is that when opinions represent action choices, the opinion associated with the action that is the fastest to execute spreads in the population. Moreover, the spread of the best choice happens even when only a minority is initially advocating for it. The key elements involved in this process are consensus building and positive feedback. A foraging task that involves collective transport is used to illustrate the potential of the proposed approach as a decentralized decision-making mechanism for swarms of robots.
Introduction
In nature, an animal's decisions may be influenced by the observation of other animals' decisions and actions [1] . As a result, and despite the complexity of a single animal, large groups can exhibit behavioral patterns that resemble the ones observed in physical systems that are composed of many relatively simple entities. This observation has led statistical physicists to apply existing models, or to develop new ones, to try to explain complex social phenomena [2] .
In this paper, we study the application of an opinion dynamics model as a collective decision-making mechanism for swarm robotics. Opinion dynamics is the branch of statistical physics that studies the processes of agreement in large populations of interacting agents [3] . In our work, we use a modified version of a model developed for studying the dynamics of a two-state interacting spin system [4] . This model is based on the repeated application of a decision rule on small teams of agents. A decision rule transforms the individual opinions of the team members into an opinion that all the team members adopt. We study two decision rules: the local majority (the one studied in [4] ), and the local expert rules. In the first case, team members adopt the opinion of the local majority, that is, the opinion shared by the majority of the team members. In the second case, team members adopt the opinion of a single agent, called expert, which is selected according to some problem-specific criterion. The dynamics induced by these two rules allow a population of agents, which can be much larger than the team size, to change gradually from a state in which agents may have different opinions, to one in which all agents have the same opinion. If applied to a situation where opinions represent action choices, the agents will select only one action from the set of available actions. In this paper, we study the simplest case, which is when agents need to select one of two possible actions.
The main result of our study is that the dynamics induced by the local majority and local expert rules, coupled with the existence of different actionexecution times, make the swarm to select the action that is the fastest to execute. This choice is selected by the whole population even when only a minority of the agents is initially in favor of it. The potential of the proposed approach as a decentralized decision-making mechanism for swarms of robots is illustrated through a foraging task that involves collective transport. As a result of the application of the proposed approach, the swarm of robots is able to select the shortest path without requiring the robots to measure path-travel times or to detect differences between available paths. Moreover, the robots do not use virtual pheromones nor special hardware.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work in the areas of decentralized decision-making and of shortest-path selection in swarms of robots. In Section 3, we describe the decision rules and processes used in our study. In Section 4, we describe the task and the experimental setup used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Results are presented in Section 5. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 6.
Related Work
Many decentralized decision-making mechanisms in the field of collective robotics have been inspired by the behavior of insects. For example, the pheromonelaying and pheromone-following behavior of some ant species [5] has inspired many works. Most of them have focused on the simulation of pheromones. For example, chemical substances have been used for simulating pheromones [6] . This approach requires the design of special sensors to detect the chemicals used. Other researchers have used projected images on the ground to simulate pheromones [7] . Another strategy to simulate pheromones is to deploy special hardware in the environment, for example RFID tags [8] , or to use robots as message-relay devices or as beacons so as to form robot chains [9, 10, 11] . Recently, pheromones have been simulated by signals sent by robots that belong to a swarm different from the one engaged in the foraging task [12] . These mechanisms have some important disadvantages. For example, designing sensors for detecting chemicals reliably is a very difficult task. Using robots as beacons requires the development of complex controllers to allow an individual robot to play different roles both within and outside a robot chain. Using RFID tags requires the modification of the environment prior to the deployment of the swarm, which is impossible in some cases. Projected pheromones can be impractical because a central computer is needed for processing the position of the robots. For the experiments reported in this paper, if ported to reality, robots would not require any special hardware nor the simulation of pheromones.
Besides the pheromone-laying and pheromone-following behavior of ants, other behaviors of insects have been a source of inspiration. For example, trophallaxis, which is the exchange of food from insect to insect, has been the inspiration for a distributed mechanism to create a gradient in the environment to help robots navigate [13] . The aggregation behavior exhibited by cockroaches has been the source of inspiration for a site-selection mechanism with robots [14] . The best-of-N selection mechanism proposed by Parker and Zhang [15] has been inspired by the nest-selection mechanism used by some species of ants. To the best of our knowledge, this last work is the most similar to ours. In both of them, a collective decision is the result of the competition between alternatives. The main difference, however, lies on the consensus building mechanism. In Parker and Zhang's approach, robots need to know whether there is a sufficient number of robots in favor of one alternative before committing to it. Robots do that through a quorum test that depends on a parameter that the designer needs to set before deployment. This is a critical issue because the first alternative that is identified as dominant through the quorum test will be the alternative chosen by the swarm. In our work, the collective decision is the result of self-organization.
Another work related to ours is the one of Wessnitzer and Melhuish [16] . In their work, robots have to chase and immobilize two "prey". Robots capture one prey after the other. To select which prey to immobilize, robots apply the local majority rule to break the symmetry of the decision problem and to make the population agree on one choice only. Our work goes a step further by considering the effects of implicit time costs in the robots' actions.
Opinion Dynamics and Decentralized DecisionMaking
In this section, we first describe the opinion dynamics model and the decision rules used in our study. We then explain how the model can be used as a decentralized decision-making mechanism when opinions are associated with actions that take time to perform.
Opinion Dynamics Model and Decision Rules
The opinion dynamics model used in our study was originally proposed by Krapivsky and Redner [4] . It operates on a population of N agents, each of which can be in one of two possible states, called opinions. The system evolves as follows: A group of G agents is picked at random without replacement from the population. Then, the individual opinions of the group members are aggregated and transformed into a group opinion by a local decision rule. After this, all group members adjust their individual opinions to match the resulting group opinion. The group members are put back in the population and a new group is picked. The process is repeated until the population reaches consensus, that is, until all agents have the same opinion. We use two decision rules: the local majority rule (the one studied in [4] ), and the local expert rule. When the local majority rule is used, all group members will assume the opinion that at least ⌈G/2⌉ group members share (G is an odd number). With the local expert rule, agents will assume the opinion of a single agent, called expert (See section 4.2 for information on the criterion used to choose which agent plays this role). Figure 1 shows an example of the application of the local majority and of the local expert rules on a group of size G = 3.
Opinion Dynamics, Actions, and Robots
The opinion dynamics model described above can be used as the basis of a decentralized decision-making mechanism in a swarm of robots. This can be done if one interprets a robot's "opinion" as an action, or a solution strategy. For example, a robot's opinion can be its strategy to move an object (pull or push), or its decision of exploring an environment, or stay idle, or the choice of a path to traverse (left or right path). Additionally, two extra elements have to be taken into account: the time needed to perform an action, and the inherent parallelism of a swarm robotics system. We model the above-mentioned elements through a parallel version of the opinion dynamics model described in Section 3.1. Instead of picking at random one group of G agents, we pick k groups without replacement. Then, after a group selects an opinion according to a decision rule and its members adopt that opinion, the group starts executing the action associated with the adopted opinion. The execution time associated with an action can be modeled as a stochastic variable to account for any possible contingency during its execution. When a group finishes executing an action, its members become available again to form another group. The process continues until the population reaches consensus. Figure 2 shows an example of the process just described. In the example, the majority rule is used on a population of 8 agents with 2 groups of 3 agents each. The opinion represented in black is associated with action a, while the opinion represented in light color is associated with action b. Both actions have a different execution time (action a is faster to execute than action b, on average). In the bottom part of the figure, one can see the evolution of the population state over time. First, in point (a), two groups of 3 agents each are formed at random and the majority rule is applied on each one of them. Each group then executes the selected action. In point (b), a group finishes. In point (c) a new group is formed from the set of free agents (busy agents cannot be considered when the selection occurs). The time it takes to form a group is represented by the distance between points (b) and (c). After the application of the majority rule, the group performs the agreed action (action a, in this case). In point (d), the other group finishes executing an action and a new group is formed (point (e)). Again, the decision rule is applied once more to decide which action to perform (action a, again). The process continues until the population reaches consensus (point (f)). Note how the population changes from a heterogeneous opinion state to a homogeneous one that corresponds to the the fastest-to-execute action. 
Evaluation Scenario and Setup
In this section, we describe the task, the simulation environment, and the experimental setup used to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach described in the previous section.
Task
We chose a foraging task that involves collective transport as an example of the kind of applications the proposed approach could be used for. Figure 3 (a) shows the complete envisioned scenario. A swarm of mobile robots must collect objects from the two resource rooms that are available in the environment, and deposit them in a storage room. The mobile robots cannot grasp the objects themselves; however, there are some manipulator robots that can. The mobile robots must therefore make small teams to self-assemble to the manipulator robots and to collectively transport them. These teams of robots go back and forth between the storage and resource rooms. It is in general desirable to go to the closest resource room in order to maximize the number of collected objects in a given amount of time. Unfortunately, the path that leads to the closest resource room is a priori unknown to the robots.
In the complete scenario, the choice that robots face is whether to turn left or right to go to a resource room. To focus only on the decision-making aspect of the task and not on other technicalities, such as object manipulation, collective obstacle avoidance, or self-assembly, we use a simplified version of the scenario described above, which is shown in Figure 3 (b) . Instead of a storage room there is an assembly-disassembly area where the mobile robots attach to and detach from the manipulator robots. Navigation is possible thanks to visual aids similar to the ones used in [11] . In this simplified scenario, the choice faced by the robots is simply to either turn left or right. These choices represent the robots' opinions which the decision-making mechanism will operate on. The execution of a chosen action starts with the formation of a team of robots, it continues with the navigation around the big obstacle in the chosen direction, and finishes once a complete lap is made.
Setup
All the experiments reported in this paper were performed in simulation. The simulator that we used was developed as part of the SWARMANOID project. It is a simulator that uses the Open Dynamics Engine library to simulate accurately physical interactions with the environment and between robots. The robot models are based on the physical and electronic design of the actual SWARMANOID robots (currently under development). The manipulator robot model is based on the Hand-bot [17] .
We ran simulations with different population sizes (N ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64}), different initial opinion biases (according to a parameter p ∈ {0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.95}, which is the probability of a robot's initial opinion to advocate for the left path), different numbers of teams (k ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}), and different action-execution time ratios (r ∈ {1, 2, 4}). The size of a team G was set to 3 robots, that is, the smallest number of robots the majority rule can be applied to. A simulation was run until the population achieved consensus. 100 trials were run for each combination of parameters.
We obtained different action-execution time ratios by varying the length of the alternative paths, l left , and l right , for the left and right paths, respectively. In this case, r = l right /l left . The reference length, l left , was adjusted so that no collisions between teams of robots occurred. This was done by making the length of the left path much greater than the total length that results from lining up the k teams used in a given experiment.
An extra parameter of the system is the criterion used to select the expert when applying the local expert rule. In our experiments, that criterion is the absolute number of completed laps (no distinction between paths is made), that is, the most "experienced" robot is selected as the expert. Clearly, other criteria may be used to select the expert, but studying the impact of this parameter is left for future work.
Results
We are interested in two aspects of the system: (i) the probability with which the population selects the fastest-to-execute action as a function of the initial opinion bias, and (ii) the number of necessary team formations needed to reach consensus on one of the alternative choices as a function of the initial opinion biases and of the population size. For both aspects, we evaluate the effects of different numbers of teams, k, and of different action-execution time ratios, r. Figure 4 shows the estimated probability of selecting the left path, that is, the fastest-to-execute action, as a function of the initial opinion bias. We estimate this probability by dividing the number of trials the system reached consensus on the left path by the total number of trials. These results correspond to the case where N = 64.
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There is a nonlinear relationship between the initial opinion bias and the final probability with which the swarm chooses an alternative. In all cases, there is a critical bias p c such that if p < p c the population will choose one opinion, and if p > p c the population will choose the alternative opinion. In the case where r = 1, that is, when there is no difference between the alternative choices, the critical initial bias is p = 0.5. When r > 1, p c < 0.5 for both decision rules. With the majority rule, the higher the action-execution time ratio, the lower the critical bias. Furthermore, the critical bias decreases as the number of teams active in the environment increases (the critical bias is lower when k = 16 than when k = 4). With the expert rule, the critical bias is, in general, lower than with the majority rule; however, the actual value depends more strongly on the number of teams than on the action-execution time ratio.
From a practical point of view, a small critical bias is desirable because it means that the action that is fastest to execute will be selected by the whole population even when only a minority of the agents is initially in favor of it. In this sense, the expert rule is the best suited for this purpose because it can spread more easily the opinion of the minority. For example, see Figure 4 (d), when r > 1. In this case, the swarm of 64 robots chooses the left path with probability 0.8 when just 13 robots (20% of the swarm) initially choose it.
Number of team formations needed to reach consensus
The number of team formations needed to reach consensus (NTFC) depends on the initial opinion bias (see Figure 5) . In all cases, the maximum NTFC is reached when the initial opinion bias is equal to the critical bias (see Section 5.1). The NTFC using either the majority rule, or the expert rule, depends on the number of teams that are active in the environment (k). With the majority rule, the NTFC increases as k increases. The opposite effect occurs with the expert rule, as the NTFC decreases as k increases.
In case there is no a priori information about the quality of the alternatives the robots must choose from, the most reasonable strategy to initialize the system is to have a balanced initial opinion bias, that is, p = 0. Not surprisingly, the NTFC increases with the population size in all cases. With the majority rule, there appears to be no significant difference if one changes the number of active teams in the environment. With the expert rule, however, the more teams are deployed, the fewer the NTFC as the population size increases.
Conclusions and Future Work
Opinion dynamics in a swarm robotics system can be used as a decentralized and scalable decision-making mechanism.
In this paper, we studied the application of an opinion dynamics model that is based on the repeated application of a local decision rule to a swarm robotics system. In our experiments, no single robot measures or compares the quality of the competing alternatives, yet the dynamics of the system, coupled with the existence of different action-execution times, provokes the swarm to choose the action that is the fastest to execute. This choice is selected by the whole population even when only a minority of the agents is initially in favor of it.
Using local decision rules is advantageous because it means that the number of messages between robots can be kept to a minimum. As a consequence, the system is able to scale up to many robots without having to deal with interference or bandwidth problems.
Future work includes using opinion dynamics-based decision-making mechanisms where robots change their opinion not only through local decision rules, but also in response to environmental stimuli. This may allow a swarm to be adaptive.
